
Promoting Language and Early Literacy 

Remember to set up your environment for

your read-aloud. 

The focus of the initial read-aloud is for

children to enjoy a good story.

       For Infants & Toddlers Use give and take

interactions to promote

language development.

Have fun! Children enjoy

books when you enjoy them.

Setting the Stage for Your Read Aloud

Early Literacy 
Activities for Educators

Scan QR code for a video of Read to

Your Bunny being read aloud

Read

Bunny

Infants make eye contact with

images on the pages as you point

them out. Infants watch as the

pages turn.

0-12 months:

Mobile infants and young

toddlers show growing interest in

exploring the book. Children

want to turn pages or point to

pictures in the book. 

13-24 months:

Older toddlers begin to

understand the connection

between the book and personal

experiences.  Children can

respond to questions using two or

three words to form simple

sentences. 

25-36 months:

What is your favorite book to read? Could

you show me? 

Do you like to read in the bathtub?

While children are answering questions, notice the following reading foundational
skills:

Read to Your Bunny is an invitation for adults and children to read together

every day. A charming, rhyming story that children will want to hear

repeatedly, this book celebrates reading through an intimate story and

vibrant, bunny-filled pictures. This picture book promises: Read to your bunny

often, and your bunny will read to you. Read to your bunny often. It's twenty

minutes of fun.

If you would like more information on how to use this book in other ways, 

please reach out to your CCR&R Quality Coach for more assistance! www.tnccrr.org

Is bunny reading on a plane?

Can you point to the plane?

 Who is someone that likes to

read to you?

Fun

Sun

Emphasize the following words or phrases by pointing to
the word, acting out the word, and telling the children
more about the word.

Suggested questions to ask the children during your
read-aloud:

Read to Your Bunny
Written and illustrated by Rosemary Wells

http://www.tnccrr.org/


Incorporate Read to Your Bunny
into other parts of your day!

Literacy Around The Room

Floortime: Allow children to hold books and explore books with supervision.

Mealtime: Incorporate a second read-aloud while maintaining supervision.

 Incorporate reading into daily routines. 

Routine

Did your children enjoy this 
interactive read? Other books to check out! 

This project is funded through a grant with the TN Department of Human Services and Signal Centers Inc.

Complete a picture walk of the book.

Point to objects in the pictures while giving the name of the thing. While 

pointing to the book, I see the book in this picture! Let's find the book in the

following picture.

Infants are patting the picture and attending for more extended periods.

Mobile infants and toddlers point to pictures in the book and name some of the 

pictures.

Older toddlers are trying to recite the simple and predictable text. Children 

may be able to say read to your bunny.

Fostering a love of reading will help children want to learn to read. 

While completing activities, notice the following:

Early Literacy and Language

Take pictures of you and the children reading together.

Take photos of children playing with their favorite toys. 

Invite families to send pictures of caregivers reading to their children at home. 

Take photos of toddlers making funny faces. 

Infants look intently at pictures with wide eyes and thoughtful expressions. 

Mobile infants and young toddlers point to faces in the book and try to say their names. Children may mimic

what is happening in the pictures. 

Older toddlers use simple sentences to explain who is in the picture and what they are doing.

Infants and toddlers love books about babies and familiar faces. 

While looking at the classroom book, notice the following:

Picture Book

"When a teacher reads
aloud, it is a bonding
between the teacher,
the children, the books,
and the act of reading."

-Lester L. Laminack


